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Moroccan Climbing: Rock, Sun and Snow

M OroCCO fascinates me. It has a rich complexity, retaining an alluring
mystique despite being well travelled and documented. During 1998

and 1999 I was lucky enough to get a real insight into the country and its
climbing through a post at the delightful Al Akhawayn University in the
Middle Atlas Mountains. Here I give a flavour of the rock climbing, skiing
and mountain walking, all of them spiced with the cultural interest inherent
in Morocco's mountain country.

After three days' driving from the UK, I sped through dry limestone
plateaux to Ifrane with its promise of sunshine and snow. I found myself
sharing an office with Michael Peyron - Alpine Club member, Atlas
guidebook author and Berber expert. Along with other companions, we
escaped at weekends to explore the wealth of lesser-known mountains a
short drive from the fairy-tale campus. We sought and found crags and
mountains with European-style ease of access.

For big, unexplored rock climbs one of my favourite places was the Dades
Gorge. This was visited by Trevor Jones and Les Brown in 1990, but
otherwise seems to have seen little or no climbing. Above Boumalne-de
Dades the valley becomes strikingly beautiful, with its kasbahs and its
unusual rock features (doigts de singes or monkey fingers) set amongst
emerald green jardins. On my first visit we got no further than this; the
downpour sent raging torrents across the road and stranded us at Ait-Arbi.
We found the doigts disappointing for climbing.

I returned some weeks later, to the gorge itself. After introducing Marvin
Zimmer to multi-pitch climbing on the slabs near the Hotel de Gazelle, I
tried a route in the small upper gorge cut through by the road. After many
hours of teetering around ledge lines, I was repelled by an overlap that
required pulling on detached holds, and hence Marvin also found himself
introduced to the abseil retreat. As we waded back across the river our
eccentricity was doubly trounced. A tourist from Casablanca suggested we
were derange, oblivious of the absurdity of the battery-powered fan in her hat,
and a British ex-pat related the loss of his Land Rover to the incoming tide.

The highlight hereabouts was in spring 1999, when I was joined by
Michael Doyle for a week of rock climbing and exploration. We stayed at
the bright and friendly little Hotel Kasbah des Roches - Morocco at its
best. Our host, Lahssin, was proud of his Berber roots and later showed us
to a nomads' cave and the colourful spectacle of a traditional wedding in
his village. This was a peaceful location, as only the most dedicated visitors
ventured up the steep zigzags beyond the tarmac road.
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Directly above the hotel was a long line of crags, almost certainly that
described by Les Brown. First we picked an easy-looking line taking the
arete just right of the main gully above the hotel. Scrambling up a series of
easy pinnacles led to three pitches of pleasant roped climbing. Descent was
via the mule track well to the left. Appetite whetted, we looked for an
amenable line up the main cliff and decided on a long ramp line running
across it. Scrambling up a dry watercourse took us to the base of the cliff,
then it took two intimidating pitches on poor rock to get onto the ramp.
Once reached it went easily, but ended abruptly and unexpectedly
overlooking a large gully. Mike led the VS+ escape pitch via tottering blocks
on the steep wall above. Better rock led to the top.

Further opportunities abound in the area. The main buttresses, to the left of
our route, would be about 10 pitches long on similar rock. The big prize would
be the main gorge, below the road. The access by long wade or multiple abseil
would add atmosphere to these sporting-looking routes. The many crags
further up the road, towards Msemrir, are probably less worthwhile.

The nearby Todra Gorge has become popular and mainstream, with
classic routes like Filier de Couchant and Chibania now well bolted. It also
deservedly attracts sightseers, filling with motorhomes, coaches and 4WD
vehicles in peak season. Yet here too we found solitude and scope for
exploration, as it is only the bolted routes that are documented.

Arriving late at night on my first visit was awe-inspiring. As we forded
the river into the narrow gorge its red limestone walls towered 300m above
us. I slept on the roof of the hotel, under the stars and the vast overhanging
wall above, listening to the squeal of the bats. Over that weekend Paul
Husken and I found amenable routes on smaller crags above and below the
main gorge, then picked a full-length route in sight of the hotels. The route,
starting up the chimney right of Filier de Couchant, was a delight, generally
around Severe. The interest the climb generated from the cafe terrace earned
it the name Family Entertainment.

My second trip to the Todra was equally memorable. On a hot June day
I took Marvin up a new route just behind the Hotels Jasmina and des Roches
in the gorge. Starting at the rubbish tip, the route cut up to a left slanting
ramp over a cave. The climbing was harder than it looked, and it was rnid
afternoon by the time we reached the top of the ramp. Down in the gorge,
we already had the attention of the tourist policeman, who was in earnest
conversation with our hoteliers. Above, easier climbing gave way to an
awkward steepening that cost some more time, and on finally reaching the
top we found ourselves on a buttress with steep drops on all sides. The light
rapidly faded to nothing, forcing us to spend a chilly night sleeping on the
ropes. Leather-dry, we had no saliva so could not eat. The burbling of
running water seemed tantalisingly close. We could also clearly hear the
rhythm of traditional derbouga drums. It seemed some nomads were having
a late-night party.
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We descended early the next morning to find the music had been for us.
Our hoteliers had been concerned, and we gathered that the drum-playing
had religious significance. Our story was still being re-told months later to
colleagues visiting the gorge. The route name had to be Sacred Derbouga.

On my last visit to the gorge we made a direct start to Family Entertainment,
up the pillar to the right. As usual it was harder than it looked, though on
good rock. Five long pitches of VS led to the break, followed by three easier
pitches to the top. We took seven hours in all, happy to be aloof from the
swarms of Id al Adha revellers below. The easy descent was pointed out by
a friendly shepherd. The gorge holds many more opportunities, not only in
the main area but further up the road winding its way into the mountains.
The walls and corners high above the road beyond the Petit Gorge area
seem the most tempting. The rock is generally sound but varies from sandy
to painfully spiny, with prickly bushes on easier routes. Flash floods can
affect the gorge, so cars are safest in the raised car parks across the river
from the main piste.

The Middle Atlas has nothing to compare with the Todra, but has plenty
to entertain the exploratory minded. The frequent limestone outcrops yield,
at their best, excellent climbing. The best area I found was the Foum Kheneg
Gorge, on the Azrou-Midelt road near Timahdite. Like many crags here, it
was firmly occupied by nesting birds in spring, but otherwise provided
attractive climbs up to 40m. I tried only one crag in the gorge, running up
from the stream on the west side of the road and facing north. There are
many, many more.

For bouldering enthusiasts there is a large area of limestone boulders
near Ifrane, off the road to Dayat HacWaf. This area became a regular
haunt for evening climbing. It was an atmospheric place; with its open
grassland, scattered bushes and chorus of distant animals it seemed like
the real Africa. Not all explorations were productive. The prominent
limestone crag on the Kherzouza escarpment above Azrou took several
attempts to find through the forest, then repelled us on more than one
occasion with its steep, loose rock and abundance of nesting birds. The
area is best visited for pleasant forest walks, Barbary apes and a parapente
take-off. Below, Azrou is a friendly little town in which to experience the
real Morocco and buy the carpets woven by the Middle Atlas tribes.

The best area hereabouts for continued exploration is further south along
the same escarpment. Sizeable steep limestone crags are seen from the road
just north of the Sources de l'Oum-er-Rbia. Distant glimpses promise many
more crags in this area, but they lurk within complex wooded hills with
poor access by road. Visiting this area on a hot July day I found a scenic
gem, an oasis of emerald beauty in the parched landscape. Above Zaouia
d'Ifrane was a striking crag with huge stalactite overhangs and dripping
vegetation. Villagers showered under the cascade, their prosperity owed to
the fertile spring-fed plateau above the falls. Climbing potential was zero,
but this seemed hardly to matter.
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Skiing was one of the more ephemeral pleasures of the Middle Atlas.
During my first winter the snow was confined to a few high peaks. Our one
attempt at skiing was on the northern slopes of Jbel Bou Iblane (3190m),
which thanks to a mothballed attempt to open a ski resort is accessible to
Tizi-n-Teramecht (2131m) by tarmac road. We were repelled by a violent
hailstorm that threatened to break the windscreen and turned the
disintegrating road into a mud bath.

Winter 1998-9 was altogether different. After a prolonged dry season,
early in December the Moroccans prayed for rain. A week later the parched
and over-grazed Middle Atlas plateaux were transformed into a refreshing
snowy landscape. We made several ski ascents of Jbel Hayane (2407m), a
small peak with the distinction of being the highest in the 'Tabular Middle
Atlas'. The vista from the summit included the snow-plastered northern
High Atlas ranges of Jbel Ayachi and Jbel Masker. We skied down to a
small farmhouse, where we were treated to mint tea, bread and tasty cheese.
The farmers were impressed by the utility offered by skis, as they were
laboriously digging trenches for their trapped flock of sheep. As usual, they
were friendly and welcoming even to visitors unable to speak their language.

The snow also brought the crowds to Ifrane and opened the ski lifts. The
skiing, however, is hardly international standard. The High Atlas should
be better, but even with the 'ski-mule' combination tourers will be
disappointed in some years. Contrary to some suggestions, heli-skiing has
not been an option due to the use of civilian helicopters being forbidden in
Morocco. Ice climbs have been described in the Toubkal massif, but the
snow in the Middle Atlas, for example in the summit gullies of Jbel
Tichchoukt (2796m), seemed to sublimate rather than form ice.

Another enduring memory of Morocco is penetrating back-country areas
courtesy of Peter Hardcastle and his Land Rover. By this means we could
access some of the major peaks of the northern High Atlas within a weekend.
These trips, and the others I have described, took place entirely without
bureaucratic restriction. One of these trips was ostensibly to explore the
extensive crag Irhil ou Abbari (3063m), near Sidi Yahia ou Youssef in the
Jbel Masker range. This saw a few ascents by French climbers in the 1970s,
but has huge further potential. Just beyond Sidi Yahia a missing bridge
barred our way, but we eventually found an ad hoc route over the hills to
Assaker. We camped among the stunted cedars, watching a glorious sunset.
The crags, however, were beyond the reach of a weekend visit and we had
to satisfy ourselves with a walk to the summit. On another occasion we
attempted Jbel Ayachi (3747m), an impressive peak when viewed from
Midelt. The access into Cirque de Jaffar was so eroded we almost lost the
Land Rover. Camping in this remote grassy cirque, we were amazed to
find a Berber emerge from the pitch dark with a pot of mint tea. As usual,
his inconspicuous house was close by.

Typically for Moroccan mountains, Ayachi was a long walk and harder
than appearances suggest. We were repelled from the summit cone by a
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surprising amount of icy snow for which we had not taken the right
equipment. As we drove back, via the longer but safer road to Tounfite, we
were treated to the astonishing spectacle of hundreds of kids sprinting across
fields to greet us with frenzied demands for pens, sweets and money. Michael
later found, by talking to the villagers, that this almost Olympic sport is
virtually the only benefit they gain from the numerous 4WD rally cars
speeding through their land. The following year we returned to Ayachi,
succeeding on one of the numerous tops along its long summit ridge.

Some further climbing areas came to my attention that I never had the
chance to explore properly. Great opportunities lie in the Central High
Atlas, with vast areas of quality climbing centred on the village of Zawit
Ahansal. Routes are described in the references below, but the area will
probably only become popular with the advance of the tarmac road. Already
some formerly remote places, such as Imilchil on the central Lakes Plateau,
have easy and safe access.

I briefly accessed the mysterious Jbel Sahro pinnacles at the edge of the
Sahara, fmding a 2WD road from Boumalne de Dades to Iknioun, from
which the pinnacles can be seen. Few tourists seem to stop in Iknioun; we
had a friendly reception from local officials but later had a strange experience
involving an apparent curfew during which we were locked in the hotel
room. We attempted the face of Amalou n-Mansour (27l2m), finding the
volcanic rock compact and smooth, but retreated in fear of being marooned
by bad weather. Other, even less known, desert rock outcrops are seen near
Oujda, and in the south of Morocco on Jbel El Mdouar El Kbir.

In May 1999 as the ferry pulled away from North Africa I felt a certain
relief, but at the same time knew that Morocco would draw me back. During
my time there I saw only a fraction of the climbing opportunities, and also
only began to understand the country. What I did come to understand was
that when we climbed we were inherently guests of the people who live in
the mountains. It is fortunate that they so openly welcome tourists with
their strange and varied habits.
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